The Sherman + Reilly Snatch Block features wide groove sheaves for ropes up to 1.25” in. diameter. Aluminum-magnesium alloy frame, ductile iron sheave, forged steel SAFETY hook. All ferrous parts, except bearing surfaces, hot dip galvanized. The ALL PURPOSE snatch block is the finest general purpose side opening block available.

Sheave has complete 360° guard built into frame. Wide upper frame makes block self-aligning when used in other than vertical position. This feature makes it ideal for lead off or haul back applications.

Ground to Air Blocks

Two Models Available: GTA-358 & HLB-472
Model HLB-472 available in standard or “open side.”
Rope size for both models: 3/8” - 5/8”
Forever Warranty™

Constructed of lightweight, high strength aluminum alloy for maximum strength at minimum weight. Because sheaves are mounted on ball bearings for minimum friction and are recessed within the frame, these blocks are ideal for use with synthetic ropes. HLB-472 model available in standard or “open side.” When ordering specify fitting.